AbstractÐMany recent studies [8] , [10] have suggested that the optimistic concurrency control (OCC) protocols outperform the locking-based protocols in real-time database systems (RTDBS). However, the OCC protocols suffer from the problem of unnecessary transaction restarts that is detrimental to transactions meeting their deadlines. The problem is more intensified in mixed transaction environments where both hard and firm real-time transactions exist. Firm transactions are more vulnerable to restarts when they are in conflict with hard transactions on data access. In this paper, we have addressed the problem and devised an effective OCC protocol with dynamic adjustment of serialization order (DASO), called OCC-DA, for RTDBS with mixed transactions. This protocol can avoid unnecessary transaction restarts by dynamically adjusting the serialization order of the conflicting transactions with respect to the validating transaction. As a result, much resource can be saved and more firm transactions can meet their deadlines without affecting the execution of hard transactions. The characteristics of the OCC-DA protocol have been examined in detail by simulation. The results show that the performance of the OCC-DA protocol is consistently better than the other two popular protocols, OCC with forward validation and OCC with Wait-50, over a wide range of system settings. In particular, the OCC-DA protocol provides a more significant performance gain in mixed transaction environments.
INTRODUCTION
A real-time database system (RTDBS) is one whose basic specification and design criteria must include the requirement of meeting the timing constraints of real-time transactions [33] . The correctness of RTDBS depends not only on the logical correctness, but also the timeliness of the results [30] . That is, a transaction must be completed within a specified time, called the deadline. If the deadline is missed, the consequence can be either loss of the transaction's value or catastrophe, depending on the characteristics of the applications [25] . Common applications of RTDBS can be found in international financial market systems, air traffic controlling systems, nuclear power plant management systems, and integrated manufacturing systems.
Although there have been a number of real-time concurrency control protocols proposed by various researchers in the past decades [3] , [4] , [13] , most previous work mainly focused on homogeneous environments. That is, there is only one type of real-time transactions, either soft/firm transactions or hard transactions, in their systems. However, it is not uncommon to have real-time applications that consist of both types of transactions. For example, in the air traffic controlling systems, hard transactions can be used to sample signals from radar periodically to keep track of the positions of planes, while soft/firm transactions can be used to retrieve system status enquired by users.
In mixed transaction systems, in case of any data conflicts, firm transactions must give in to hard transactions due to their stringent timing requirements. Therefore, it will be a serious problem for firm transactions because a firm transaction may suffer from restarts caused by both hard transactions and other higher priority firm transactions. As a result, it will be very likely that a firm transaction will experience multiple restarts and eventually miss its deadline. In RTDBS, transaction restart has two negative implications. First, since the number of restarts can be unbounded, resources and time spent on the restarted transactions will be wasted if they miss their deadlines at last. Second, reserving extra resources and time to process restarted transactions may seriously affect other ongoing transactions to meet their deadlines. In view of these two factors, it is very important to reduce the number of transaction restarts and, therefore, the amount of resources wasted in this aspect in order to improve the real-time performance of the systems.
In this paper, we consider the scheduling of firm transactions in the midst of hard transactions. Notice that it will be more difficult than in the homogeneous environments consisting of firm transactions only. To reduce the number of restarts, a new optimistic concurrency control (OCC) protocol, called OCC-DA, is devised. By dynamically adjusting the serialization order of transactions using timestamping, the OCC-DA protocol can successfully resolve many conflicts between the validating transaction and the executing transactions. Consequently, the number of unnecessary restarts can be greatly reduced. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses some related work on RTDBS. In Section 3, we describe the real-time database model. Section 4 discusses the problems associated with transaction restarts and our approach to reducing unnecessary restarts. The OCC-DA protocol is described in Section 5. Section 6 proves the correctness of the OCC-DA protocol. Section 7 describes the performance model for evaluation of the OCC-DA protocol. In Section 8, we discuss the performance results and we conclude the study in Section 9.
RELATED WORK
A number of researchers have proposed various real-time concurrency control protocols in the past decades. Some are based on locking approaches [1] , [12] . Abbott and GarciaMolina [1] proposed the two-phase locking with high priority protocol that enables high priority transactions to restart lower priority transactions upon data conflicts. Huang et al. [12] utilized the concept of priority inheritance to speed up the execution of lower priority transactions when they conflict with high priority transactions. The main problem with 2PL for RTDBS is priority inversion in which a higher priority transaction is blocked by a lower priority transaction. This can be resolved by either restarting the lower priority transaction or blocking the higher priority transaction and raising the priority of the lower priority transaction. The restart approach incurs wastage of resources and the restarted transaction may not have enough slack time to be processed again. Moreover, the sacrifice of the lower priority transaction does not guarantee that the higher priority transaction can meet its deadline. On the other hand, the blocking approach violates the realtime principle of real-time CPU scheduling.
Some real-time concurrency control protocols are based on the optimistic approach [8] , [10] , [21] . The properties of nonblocking and deadlock-free of OCC protocols make them especially attractive for RTDBS. Moreover, in realtime OCC protocols, conflict resolution among transactions can be delayed until a transaction is about to complete, when there is more information available for making a beneficial decision. Therefore, the restarts of those conflicting transactions must be fruitful as they contribute to the commit of a transaction, which is missing in real-time 2PL. Haritsa et al. [9] found that using conventional OCC protocol is better than real-time locking-based protocols in RTDBS. To incorporate transaction deadlines in data conflict resolution, they integrated OCC with the priority wait mechanism [8] that gives precedence to urgent transactions. In their Wait-50 protocol, a validating transaction is made to wait until no more than half of the transactions that conflict with it have higher priorities. Their study showed that the Wait-50 protocol outperformed conventional priority incognizant OCC protocol.
However, the restart-based conflict resolution mechanism of the OCC protocols still suffers from the problem of transaction restarts. Lee and Son [21] utilized the notion of dynamic adjustment of serialization order to reduce the number of transaction restarts. Their performance study showed that the proposed protocol, OCC-TI, outperformed other OCC protocols. They also found that the most determinant factor on the performance of the OCC protocols is the number of transaction restarts. However, the OCC-TI protocol is ineffective in handling the writewrite conflict type that is common in many RTDBS.
Another class of real-time concurrency control protocols focuses on hard real-time environments [18] , [26] , [27] , [28] .
Sha et al. [28] proposed a priority ceiling protocol that assigns priority ceilings to data objects so that data objects can be reserved for high priority transactions. The protocol ensures the properties of single blocking and deadlock-free and allows schedulability analysis. Sha et al. in [26] extended the priority ceiling protocol in distributed realtime environments. Other related works, such as Kuo and Ho [15] and Xiong et al. [32] make use of additional system knowledge in real-time transaction scheduling and Lam [19] , Lee et al. [23] , Son and Kouloumbis [29] , and Ulusoy [31] are for distributed real-time database environments.
REAL-TIME MIXED TRANSACTION MODEL
In real-time mixed transaction systems, there are hard and firm transactions. Hard transactions come to the system periodically and access the same sets of data objects for each instance of execution. The deadlines of hard transactions are at the end of their periods and their priorities are assigned based on the rate monotonic priority assignment policy. That is, the shorter the period is, the higher the priority is. It is assumed that hard transactions are processed using the priority ceiling protocol and their deadlines are guaranteed accordingly. In the midst of hard transactions, there are firm transactions running. The priorities of firm transactions are based on the earliest deadline first priority assignment policy. It is assumed that the priorities of firm transactions are in priority levels lower than those of hard transactions. Whenever there are any data conflicts between firm transactions and hard transactions, firm transactions will be chosen to abort and restart. Therefore, no hard transaction will be aborted by any firm transactions.
Each transaction contains a series of operations. The operations of a transaction are executed in a sequential manner, one at a time. A transaction accesses its data objects and performs its processing independent of other transactions. In the same way as the conventional OCC protocols [14] , a firm transaction is executed in three phases: a read phase, a validation phase, and a write phase if validation is successful. In the read phase, the required data objects are read from the database and write operations are performed on a private workspace not accessible by other transactions. At the end of transaction execution, the last two phases are initiated. The validation phase ensures that the execution of the validating transaction preserves serializability. Data conflict resolution relies on transaction restart. In the write phase, all updates made by a transaction will be transferred to the database and are then made permanent and visible to other transactions. The assignment of resources such as CPU and data objects is based on highest priority first scheduling policy.
TRANSACTION RESTARTS
Since firm transactions must give in to hard transactions, firm transactions may experience multiple restarts during their execution. The time and resources spent on transaction restarts are very undesirable in real-time transaction scheduling as the restarted transactions may not have enough slack time to meet their deadline at last. We will look into the problem with conventional OCC protocols, where transactions are restarted unnecessarily. We will also discuss our approach to avoiding the unnecessary restarts by dynamic adjustment of serialization order (DASO) of transaction execution.
Problem with Forward Validation
There are two validation schemes commonly used in conventional OCC protocols, namely, backward validation and forward validation [7] . In the backward validation scheme, the serializability of transaction execution is checked against the committed transactions, whereas, in the forward validation (FV) scheme, transactions are validated against other concurrent executing transactions. Most of the proposed real-time OCC protocols employ the forward validation scheme (OCC-FV) [8] , [10] , [17] , [21] as it provides the greater flexibility of choosing either the validating transaction or the conflicting, executing transactions to restart according to the conflict resolution policies adopted. Conflict resolution policies are normally based on transactions' criticality or priorities. On the other hand, there is no way to take transactions' criticality or priorities into consideration in the backward validation scheme as the only candidate possible for restart is the validating transaction itself.
However, the OCC-FV protocol makes transactions restart unnecessarily [17] , [21] . The cause is the ineffectiveness of the validation scheme. The FV scheme may erroneously regard some serializable executions as nonserializable ones. In other words, a transaction that may be able to commit is chosen to restart. To explain the problem fully, the mechanism of the FV scheme is briefly reviewed. In the FV scheme, the write set of a validating transaction is checked against the read set of the concurrent executing transactions. Let be the set of concurrent executing transactions in their read phase and v be the validating transaction and i and i be the read set and the write set of transaction i , respectively. The algorithm of the FV scheme is as follows:
The FV scheme preserves the serializability of transactions [2] under the assumption that the serialization order of transactions is determined by the commitment order of transactions [7] . It implies that the serialization order of the validating transaction always precedes all other concurrent executing transactions. That is, all conflicting transactions of the validating transaction have to be restarted under the FV scheme. This simplified assumption leads to the problem of unnecessary restart. The following example illustrates the problem: Assume that there are three transactions.
where r i x and w i x represent a read and a write operation, respectively, on data object x by transaction i . Let v i and i be the validation and the commit operation of transaction i , respectively. Suppose the partial schedule when I comes to validation is as follows: I X r I xw I xr P xr Q xr Q yw Q zw I zv I I X Based on the OCC-FV protocol, P and Q have to be restarted as P has a read-write conflict on data object x with I , whereas Q has both read-write and write-write conflicts on data objects x and z, respectively, with I . Thus, under the OCC-FV protocol, transactions P and Q are restarted. However, the restarts of P and Q are actually unnecessary if P and Q are allowed to continue and enter their validation phase as shown in the schedule P . P X r I xw I xr P xr Q xr Q yw Q zw I zv I I w P yv P P v Q Q X Although the commitment order of P is I 3 P 3 Q , the serializability of the transactions can still be preserved such that P is also equivalent to a serial schedule with the serialization order of Q 3 P 3 I if the write operation of Q on data object z is ignored based on Thomas' write rule [2] . That is, it is unnecessary to enforce the serialization order to be identical to the commitment order. We refer to the restarts of P and Q under the FV scheme as unnecessary restarts when there exists a serialization order where P and Q are not required to restart.
Approach to Reducing Transaction Restarts
In this section, we will discuss how the serialization order of transactions can be dynamically adjusted to resolve their data conflicts so that the unnecessary restart problem can be avoided. In the validation of a transaction v , there are three possible types of conflicts between v and the set of concurrent executing transactions that have not entered their validation phase. They are the write-read conflicts v T Y, the writewrite conflicts v T Y, and the read-write conflicts v T Y. The read-write and the write-write conflicts may be resolved by adjusting the serialization order between v and as v 3 . This is called forward adjustment. The write-read conflicts may be resolved by adjusting the serialization order between v and as 3 v . This is called backward adjustment, which makes the read of preceding the write of v in the serialization order. This is possible because the value of the data object read by has not been overwritten by v . Thus, 's read has not yet been invalidated by the write of v . When has to be both backward and forward adjusted with respect to v , it means that it has serious conflict with v as it is impossible to adjust in the serialization order with respect to v . Hence, the schedule has become a nonserializable execution. One of them has to be restarted, depending on the adopted conflict resolution policy. On the other hand, those concurrent executing transactions that need only either backward adjustment or forward adjustment are allowed to continue their execution as they do not have serious conflicts with the validating transaction. Note that the OCC-FV protocol only considers forward adjustment to resolve data conflicts and ignores backward adjustment. Thus, transactions that have read-write conflicts with the validating transaction only are unnecessarily restarted by the OCC-FV protocol. Hence, it is easily observed that if the serialization order can be dynamically adjusted, the number of restarts can be substantially reduced.
Lock-Based Validation Scheme
We now describe a new validation scheme using the locking approach. Four types of locks are utilized in the validation scheme. The PR-lock and the PW-lock are acquired when a data object is read or written, respectively, by a transaction into its own workspace in its read phase. Since the PR-lock and the PW-lock mainly serve as markers to inform the system of the data objects accessed by the executing transactions, they are compatible with each other. When a transaction enters into the validation phase, the PR-locks and PW-locks have to be upgraded to the corresponding VR-locks and VW-locks. The function of the VR-lock and VW-lock is to prevent other transactions from accessing the data object. Thus, the VR-lock and VW-lock are incompatible with each other and with the PR-lock and PW-lock. If the requested lock is denied, the validating transaction will be blocked until the data object is unlocked by other transaction. The compatibility of these locks is shown in Table 1 .
In the new validation scheme, the validating transaction will use its serialization order timestamp (SOT) to check the validity of the data objects read or prewritten by it. If all are valid, the validating transaction will upgrade the PR-locks and the PW-locks to the VR-locks and the VW-locks one by one, respectively. If any transaction has a data conflict with it, a record entry containing the type of adjustment and the information of the conflicting transaction is created for each conflicting transaction. The record entry contains the following information:
CTID: the transaction ID of the conflicting transaction, FOR: a flag indicating that the conflicting transaction needs forward adjustment as it has a write-read or write-write conflict with the validating transaction;
BACK: a flag indicating that the conflicting transaction needs backward adjustment as it has a read-write conflict with the validating transaction.
After all locks are upgraded, the validating transaction will determine which transactions have serious data conflicts with it. A serious conflict occurs when both FOR and BACK flags are set for a conflicting transaction. It will also identify those transactions that need backward adjustment only. Then, the validating transaction will enter the write phase.
THE OCC-DA PROTOCOL
In this section, the proposed OCC protocol with dynamic adjustment of serialization order, called OCC-DA, used to process firm transactions will be described. In the OCC-DA protocol, serialization order is maintained in the system by assigning timestamps to transactions. The timestamp of a transaction, called serialization order timestamp (SOT), may be dynamically adjusted while executing based on the types of data conflicts with the validating transaction to indicate the relative position of the transaction in the serialization order. Note that, with DASO, a validating transaction may precede committed transactions in the serialization order if it is allowed to commit. Thus, the serialization order timestamp sequence, with respect to a schedule S, for a set of transactions is a sequence of timestamps such that for any pair of transactions i and j , if y i and y j are the serialization order timestamps of i and j , respectively, then the following holds: If y i `y j , there exists a serial schedule equivalent to S in which i completes before j .
The initial value of y i is set to G when the transaction i is initiated. Whenever a committed transaction k backward adjusts i , y i will be set to a value sufficiently smaller than y k . Hence, the serialization order of a transaction can be determined at the end of execution. Upon successfully passing the validation scheme, the validating transaction i is assigned a final serialization timestamp. If i has not been backward adjusted, the value of y i will be set to the validation time.
In the system, a data object table and a transaction table are maintained. The data object table keeps a read timestamp and a write timestamp for each data object in the database. They are defined as follows: i Y h x : the value of h x of the data object h x when i reads h x .
Read Phase
Whenever a transaction i wants to read or prewrite a data object h x in its private workspace, it will first acquire the PR-lock or the PW-lock of h x , respectively. These locks will be granted if neither VR-lock nor VW-lock exists. In the read phase, there is no need for i to detect data conflicts. Only the timestamps of those data objects read will be recorded. If i wants to read h x , the value of h x will be recorded into i Y h x . If i wants to write h x , the new value of h x will be prewritten into its private workspace.
Validation Phase
In the validation phase, a transaction i will upgrade its PR-locks and PW-locks to VR-locks and VW-locks, respectively, in an increasing order of the indices of its P-locked data objects. If there is a VR-lock or a VW-lock being held by another transaction, i will be blocked until the lock is released.
To upgrade the PR-lock to the VR-lock of h x , i will check the value of i Y h x to ensure that the version of h x read by i is the one written by a committed transaction whose serialization order precedes that of i , i.e., i Y h x is earlier than y i . If i Y h x is later than y i , i will be aborted and then restarted because a committed transaction has invalidated the value of h x that i has read. Otherwise, the VR-lock will be granted. If there is a PW-lock held by another transaction, i will make a record entry for each conflicting transaction and set the forward flag.
To upgrade the PW-lock to the VW-lock on h x , if the h x is later than y i , i will be aborted and then restarted because a committed transaction behind i in the serialization order has read h x before i wants to write h x . Since the conflicting transaction has committed, the only way to resolve the data conflict is to abort i . On the other hand, if h x is earlier than y i , the PW-lock is upgraded to the VW-lock. If there is a PRlock or a PW-lock on h x , i will make a record entry for each conflicting transaction accordingly. The Upgrade_PR-lock and Upgrade_PW-lock procedural descriptions are as follows:
if
if WElokh x held by k k T i then record the information of k ; set BACK flag for k ; endif; if WElokh x held by k k T i then record the information of k ; set FOR flag for k ; endif; endif;} Table 2 describes how a validating transaction sets the flags for the conflicting transactions.
After all locks are upgraded, conflict resolution based on the adopted conflict resolution policy is performed. That is, when the validation phase is completed, whether the validating transaction can be committed or needs to be restarted has to be determined. Notice that, in case any priority wait mechanism to resolve data conflicts between the validating transaction and the conflicting transactions is desirable, it can be easily integrated into the OCC-DA protocol. However, our simulation study showed that the priority wait mechanism did not significantly improve the real-time performance of the system. Similar findings were reported in a recent study [6] . In order to focus our attention on the performance of the OCC-DA protocol, a simple and straightforward conflict resolution policy is adopted in our simulation study. Data conflicts are resolved by ªtransac-tion racesº: The transaction which reaches the ªgoal lineº (validation phase) first gets to survive and other conflicting transactions have to be restarted or backward adjusted. Two sets of the conflicting transactions are identified as follows:
BTRAN: the set of transactions to be backward adjusted; The algorithm of the conflict resolution policy is as follows: by its VR-lock or VW-lock. Finally, the prewritten data objects will be made permanent in the database. Afterward, all its VR-locks and VW-locks will be released. On the other hand, if i is aborted in the validation phase, all its locks are released and all prewritten data objects are discarded. The algorithm to perform the write phase is as follows:
update y k y i À4; //** 4 is a sufficiently small value **// enddo; for each h x in i do h x y i ; enddo; for each h x in i do h x y i ; enddo; copy the local prewritten data objects to the database with Thomas' Write rule; else discard the local prewritten data objects; restart i ; endif; release all its locks;}
PROOF OF CORRECTNESS AND ITS PROPERTIES
In this section, we prove the correctness of the OCC-DA protocol, i.e., it ensures the serializability. For the correctness proof, we prove that all committed schedules S produced by the OCC-DA protocol are serializable, i.e., it is not possible to have a cycle in the serialization graph, SG(S) [2] . Lemma 1. Let i and j be two committed transactions in a schedule S produced by the OCC-DA protocol. If there is an edge i 3 j in SG(S), then y i `y j .
Proof. If there is an edge i 3 j in SG(S), there must exist one or more conflicting operations with one of the following conflicts. Case 1: r i x vs. w j x Since, in the OCC-DA protocol, the serialization order among transactions may not be the same as the chronological order of transaction commitment, j may commit before i does. Two possible cases of commit order have to be considered. a) i commits before j reaches validation test In this case, r i x is not affected by w j x. For w j x, the Upgrade_PW-lock procedure ensures that y j is greater than h x that is equal to or greater than y i . Otherwise, j is aborted. Therefore, we have y i h x `y j , which implies y i `y j . b) j commits before i reaches validation test Since i has read-write conflict with j , when j commits, y i will be changed to y j À 4, which means that y i is sufficiently smaller than y j . In other words, i is adjusted ahead of j . For r i x, the Upgrade_PR-lock procedure ensures that i Y h x is not greater than y i . Otherwise, i is aborted and the edge i 3 j will not exist in SG(S). If i can commit with its final y i , we have y i `y j . Case 2: w i x vs. r j x a) i commits before j reaches validation test Since i has a write-read conflict with j , when i commits, y j will be changed to y i À 4, which means y j is sufficiently smaller than y i . j is adjusted ahead of i . For r j x, the Upgrade_PR-lock procedure ensures that j Y h x is not greater than y j and the h x s of all data objects h x read by j are smaller than y i . If j can commit with its final y j , the edge j 3 i will have existed instead of the edge i 3 j and we have y j `y i . Otherwise, j is aborted and the edge i 3 j will not exist in SG(S). b) j commits before i reaches validation test If j can commit, j has read the version not written by i because i has not committed. So, r j x is not affected by w i x. The edge j 3 i will have existed instead of the edge i 3 j . For w i x, the Upgrade_PW-lock procedure ensures that y i is greater than h x that is equal to or greater than y j . If i can commit, y j `y i . Otherwise, i is aborted and the edge i 3 j will not exist in SG(S).
Case 3: w i x vs. w j x a) i commits before j reaches validation test In this case, it is obvious that h x written by i` h x written by j . This implies that y i `y j . b) j commits before i reaches validation test This case is possible only when i is a backwardadjusted transaction with y i `y j . In such a case, i 's write is a late write that will be ignored by the Thomas' Write rule. t u Theorem 2. If S is a committed schedule produced by the OCC-DA protocol, then S is serializable.
Proof. Consider SG(S), if i 3 j is an edge of SG(S), then there must exist conflicting operations p i xY q j x in S such that p i x precedes q j x. Hence, by Lemma 1, y i `y j . If a cycle I 3 P 3 F F F 3 n 3 I existed in SG(S), then, by induction, y I `y I . This is a contradiction. So, SG(S) is acyclic and S is serializable. t u
Theorem 3. The OCC-DA protocol is deadlock free.
Proof. To prove that the OCC-DA protocol is deadlock free, we demonstrate that a deadlock cannot occur in the validation scheme. A deadlock is formed when there exists a circular wait among the validating transactions. Thus, we need to demonstrate that there cannot be a circular wait. In the OCC-DA protocol, a validating transaction is required to upgrade their locks in an increasing order of the indices of data objects. Let h fh I Y h P Y F F F Y h n g be the set of data objects in the database. The index of a data object h i , sndexh i , determines an increasing order in which a validating transaction obtains its validation locks. We prove that there cannot be a circular wait by assuming that a circular wait exists (proof by contradiction). Let the set of transactions involved in the circular wait be f H 3 I 3 P 3 F F F 3 n 3 H g, where i is waiting for upgrading a lock on data object h i , which is being V-locked by transaction iI . Since transaction iI is holding a V-lock on h i while it is requesting a V-lock on data object h iI , we must have sndexh i `sndexh iI for all i. But, this condition means that sndexh H `sndexh I `sndexh P `F F F sndexh n `sndexh H X By transitivity, sndexh H `sndexh H , is impossible. Therefore, there can be no circular wait. t u
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A mixed transaction RTDBS is modeled and a series of experiments are performed to compare the performance of the OCC-DA protocol with that of the OCC-FV and the OCC-Wait50 protocols. Although the OCC-FV protocol is not originally designed for RTDBS and may not be the best protocol using the optimistic approach, it serves as a good reference to compare the performance of concurrency control protocols. On the other hand, the OCCWait50 protocol is a real-time OCC protocol, which has been shown to provide significant performance improvement in RTDBS [8] . These two protocols are chosen because they have been widely used in many previous studies [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [20] , [22] , [24] and they could show the representative performance in the domains of real-time database applications. The RTDBS model consists of a hard real-time transaction generator, a firm real-time transaction generator, a ready queue, a block queue, a scheduler, a CPU, and a memory-resident database. The database consists of a set of data objects. Data objects can be atomically read and written. The hard real-time transaction generator creates hard transactions following their periods. The firm realtime transaction generator creates firm transactions with interarrival time following exponential distribution. Each transaction is modeled as a sequence of read/write operations. The processing of an operation involves use of the CPU and access to data objects that are evenly distributed in the database. Upon arrival, transactions are queued in the ready queue for the CPU. The queuing discipline is highest priority first (HPF). The priorities of hard transactions are always higher than those of firm transactions. For hard transactions, those with shorter periods have higher priorities than those with longer periods, that is, rate monotonic (RM). For firm transactions, those with earlier deadlines have higher priorities than those with later deadlines, that is, earliest deadline first (EDF). If the deadline of the transaction at the head of the ready queue is missed, the scheduler will abort the transaction. Otherwise, the scheduler assigns the CPU to the transaction. When a data object request is denied, the scheduler will place the transaction into the block queue until the requested data object is available.
Performance Measures
In RTDBS, the major performance measure is the ªmiss rate,º which indicates the probability of missing transaction deadlines. Another measure that can demonstrate the effectiveness of the protocols is the restart cost. The restart cost measures the average number of restarts experienced by a firm transaction before it can commit. This measure also indicates the amount of resources spent on restarted transactions. Reducing the restart cost not only saves resources, but also helps to soothe resource and data contention. The wait rate is only applicable to the OCCWait50 protocol. It measures the probability for a transaction to wait due to no less than 50 percent of its conflict set containing higher priority transactions in conflict resolution. It helps to identify the effectiveness of the wait-50 as a priority cognizant conflict resolution mechanism for RTDBS. The hard transaction rollback frequency and the firm transaction rollback frequency help to analyze the source of transaction restarts. The frequencies can reflect the proportion of data conflict between hard and firm transactions and that among firm transactions as the utilization of hard transactions varies. The last performance measure is the dynamic adjustment ratio, which is the number of DASO made per firm transaction. This ratio can help to understand the effectiveness of the OCC-DA protocol in different parameter settings. x ommitted = number of firm transactions committed;
x restrt = number of firm transactions being restarted;
x wit = number of firm transactions made to wait by the OCC-Wait50 protocol;
x hrdYrollk = number of committed hard transactions which have rollbacked other firm transactions;
x firmYrollk = number of committed firm transactions which have rollbacked other firm transactions;
x he = number of dynamic adjustment made. Table 3 summarizes the system resource and workload parameters of the model to be used in the simulation experiments. The purposes of the simulation experiments are to evaluate the characteristics of the OCC-DA protocol and to demonstrate its capability in improving the performance of RTDBS. The values of the parameters are similarly used in other related research studies [6] , [16] , [18] . A small database is used in the experiments to create a hot spot effect with the objective of having a high amount of data contention for studying the impact of concurrency control on system performance. In some real-time systems for specific mission-critical applications, such as avionics systems, the databases are typically small in size. In the experiments, we have studied the impact of different factors on the performance of the OCC protocols. The factors being studied include firm transaction arrival rate, firm transaction write probability, and hard transaction utilization. The deadline of a hard transaction is the end of its period. To assign a deadline to a firm transaction, the following worst execution time function applies. The amount of slack time is controlled by the slack factor parameter. 
Model Parameters

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have performed three sets of experiments. In the first set, only firm transactions are generated. For the second and the third sets, the CPU utilizations of the hard transactions are approximately 30 percent and 60 percent, respectively. We can therefore observe whether the domination of any one kind of transaction will have any impact on the performance of the OCC protocols. All these experiments show that the OCC-DA protocol outperforms both the OCC-FV protocol and the OCC-Wait50 protocol for a wide range of parameter settings. Fig. 1 gives the miss rate as a function of the mean firm transaction arrival rate (MFTAR) when no hard transaction is present in the system. Since the system workload increases with the MFTAR, the miss rate of the protocols increases as the MFTAR increases. When the workload is low (MFTAR < 1.5 transactions per second (tps)), the system is not congested and the miss rate of the protocols is near to zero. When the MFTAR is greater than 1.8 tps, the system begins to saturate and the miss rate increases accordingly. Although the reduction in the miss rate brought by the OCC-DA protocol is not very significant compared to the other two protocols, the improvement is maintained as the workload increases. In fact, the little improvement in miss rate cannot reflect the effectiveness of the OCC-DA protocol because the system saturation in this case is due to resource contention instead of data contention. Since the aim of the OCC-DA protocol is to eliminate unnecessary transaction restarts that are mainly triggered by data contention, the lack of data contention will therefore provide no ground for the protocol to function satisfactorily. Fig. 2 gives the miss rate of the protocols when the CPU utilization of hard transactions is 30 percent. Note that all hard transactions are able to meet their deadlines in all experiments where hard transactions exist. In this experiment, the presence of hard transactions intensifies data contention. When the workload is low (MFTAR < 0.8 tps), the miss rate of the protocols is near to zero. When transactions start to miss their deadlines, the OCC-DA protocol outperforms the other two protocols. The maximum amount of improvement brought by the OCC-DA protocol is attained when the MFTAR is around 1.4 tps. For instance, when the MFTAR is 1.4 tps, the miss rate is reduced from 29.8 percent to 23.0 percent. As the workload further increases, the system begins to saturate and the amount of improvement reduces gradually. Nevertheless, the performance of the OCC-DA protocol is still superior to the other two protocols across the whole range of workload in spite of the presence of hard transactions. Fig. 3 gives the miss rate when the utilization of hard transactions further increases to 60 percent. In this case, hard transactions dominate. When the workload is low, the OCC-DA protocol can still function well. For instance, when the MFTAR is 0.2 tps, the miss rate is reduced from 8.6 percent to 3.6 percent. For a higher workload, the improvement made by the OCC-DA protocol becomes more notable. For instance, when the MFTAR is 0.7 tps, the miss rate is reduced from 29.2 percent to 22.0 percent. As the workload increases, the system begins to saturate and the advantage gain of using the OCC-DA protocol diminishes gradually. On the whole, the performance of the OCC-DA protocol is consistently better than that of the other two protocols across different workloads and different amounts of domination of hard transactions. Fig. 4 gives the restart cost when no hard transaction is present in the system. As the workload increases, the restart cost increases and reaches the peak when the MFTAR is 1.8 tps. For the OCC-FV and the OCC-Wait50 protocols, the peak value is about 0.1. That is, only one out of 10 firm transactions committed suffers from restart due to data conflict with other firm transactions. In other words, the data contention is not high. This helps to explain why there is no significant improvement in miss rate brought by the OCC-DA protocol in Fig. 1 . However, the OCC-DA protocol can still help to reduce the restart cost by almost half. In fact, the primary objective of the OCC-DA protocol is to reduce the number of unnecessary restarts; the restart cost can therefore directly demonstrate the effectiveness of the OCC-DA protocol and measure the amount of restart cost reduction due to DASO. On the other hand, the miss rate can only reflect the second order effect of the OCC-DA protocol. A firm transaction that can avoid unnecessary restart may not be able to meet its deadline in the end. When the MFTAR is greater than 1.8 tps, the system begins to saturate and the restart cost drops. In fact, both the number of committed firm transactions and the number of restarts drop. Most of the firm transactions miss their deadlines while they are waiting for resources before they experience any data contention and be restarted by other firm transactions. Fig. 5 gives the restart cost when the utilization of hard transactions is 30 percent. Note that the restart cost when the MFTAR is 0.2 tps is as high as the peak in Fig. 4 . It is due to the presence of hard transactions. Similar to Fig. 4 , the restart cost increases as the workload increases until the restart cost reaches the peak of around 0.27 for the OCC-FV and the OCC-Wait50 protocols when the MFTAR is 1.0 tps. That is, there is an increasing number of data conflicts as the number of firm transactions increases. When the MFTAR is greater than 1.2 tps, the system begins to saturate and the restart cost decreases accordingly. When the system saturates, most of the firm transactions miss their deadlines and abort. In this experiment, data contention is more serious than when no hard transaction is present. In addition to the data conflicts between firm transactions, there are data conflicts between hard and firm transactions.
Restart Cost
As a result, in this experiment, the improvement in miss rate is more significant and the restart cost is reduced by more than half. Fig. 6 gives the restart cost when the CPU utilization of hard transactions is 60 percent. In this experiment, the restart cost when the MFTAR is 0.1 tps is already as high as 0.63 for the OCC-FV and the OCC-Wait50 protocols. It is due to the high utilization of hard transactions in the system. The initial decrease of the restart cost is due to the increasing number of firm transactions committed as the workload increases. When the system begins to saturate, both the number of restarts and the number of firm transactions committed decrease. The effect of the OCC-DA protocol becomes more prominent in this experiment. Both the restart cost in Fig. 6 and the miss rate in Fig. 3 reduce notably. In particular, such a large reduction of the restart cost saves much system resource from processing unnecessarily restarted firm transactions such that other firm transactions are more likely to meet their deadlines.
Wait Rate
From the above experiments, it can be noted that the performance of the OCC-FV and the OCC-Wait50 protocols is very similar in terms of miss rate and restart cost. The performance difference diminishes as the utilization of hard transactions increases. Fig. 7 gives the wait rate of the OCCWait50 protocol when there is no hard transaction in the system. It can be observed that the percentage of firm transactions, which have to wait due to the fact that no less than 50 percent of its conflict set contains higher priority transactions, is small. The wait rate never reaches more than 3 percent across the workload. Therefore, the small proportion of firm transactions being affected by the wait-50 mechanism results in little performance difference between the two protocols. The result is consistent with the findings observed by Datta et al. [5] , [6] . In their study, it was found that the small number of higher priority transactions that conflict with the validating transaction leads to insignificant performance gain by the priority cognizant mechanism in OCC for RTDBS.
Rollback Frequency
To have a deeper understanding of the data conflict between firm and hard transactions, two performance measures, called hard transaction rollback frequency and firm transaction rollback frequency, are collected. The frequencies indicate the amount of data conflict between firm and hard transactions and among firm transactions, respectively. The latter frequency also represents the fraction of committed firm transactions which have rollbacked other firm transactions. Fig. 10 gives the firm transaction rollback frequency when there is no hard transaction in the system. All data conflicts are among firm transactions. As the workload increases, data conflict intensifies and it is more likely for a transaction to rollback others in order to be committed. When the system begins to saturate, the frequency decreases as the number of committed transactions decreases. In fact, Fig. 10 resembles Fig. 4 . For a transaction being restarted, there must be one other transaction to roll it back. Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 give the frequencies when the utilization of hard transactions is 30 percent. In Fig. 8 , it can be observed that the amount of data conflicts between hard and firm transactions increases as the number of firm transactions increases until the system begins to saturate. In these two figures, it can also be observed that it is more likely for a hard transaction to rollback a firm transaction than for a firm transaction to rollback another firm transaction, though the utilization of hard transactions is less than half. Since hard transactions have absolutely higher priorities than firm transactions, any firm transactions that have data conflicts with a hard transaction will be rollbacked by the hard transaction when it commits. A further increase of the utilization of hard transactions exacerbates the situation. Fig. 9 and Fig. 12 give the frequencies when the utilization of hard transactions is 60 percent. When the workload is low, nearly all data conflicts are between hard and firm transactions. As the workload increases, data conflicts among firm transactions increases. However, the data conflict between hard and firm transactions is still dominated. On the whole, it is observed that the OCC-DA protocol can effectively help to reduce the number of unnecessary restarts whether they are due to data conflicts between hard and firm transactions or among firm transactions.
Different Proportion of Read/Write Operations
The proportion of read and write operations in a firm transaction affects the degree of data contention. Fig. 13 shows the miss rate as the write probability varies when no hard transaction is present in the system. It can be seen that there is no difference between the performances of the protocols at both ends of the write probability. When all operations are read, there is no data conflict and no dynamic adjustment is required. It makes no difference which OCC protocol is employed. On the other hand, when all operations are write ones, the performance of the OCC-DA protocol is also same as that of the other two protocols because it is impossible to adjust the serialization order between the conflicting transactions since all data conflicts are serious. That is, the OCC-DA protocol resembles the other two protocols when all operations are either read or write. In other words, the OCC-DA protocol functions more effectively when transactions have a mix of both read and write operations. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 give the miss rate when the utilizations of hard transactions are 30 percent and 60 percent, respectively. Since there are both read and write operations in hard transactions, the OCC-DA protocol can still function even there is no write operation in firm transactions. For instance, when there is write-read conflict between a hard transaction and a firm transaction, the firm transaction restart can be avoided by backward adjusting the SOT of the firm transaction. On the other hand, when all operations in firm transactions are write ones, the situation becomes similar to that in Fig. 13 . All data conflicts are serious and no adjustment can be made.
One of the overheads of the OCC-DA protocol is to backward adjust the SOT of those transactions that are in conflict with the validating transaction. Fig. 16, Fig. 17 , and Fig. 18 give the dynamic adjustment ratio. This ratio, in fact, also measures the effectiveness of the OCC-DA protocol. As explained before, when the ratio is zero, it means that either no dynamic adjustment is made in case of 100 percent readonly transactions or no dynamic adjustment can be made in case of 100 percent write-only transactions. The dynamic adjustment ratio reaches the peak when there is a mixture of read and write operations in the system.
CONCLUSIONS
Recent studies on concurrency control in RTDBS reported that the optimistic approach outperformed locking protocols in reducing the percentage of transactions missing their deadlines. However, most of the works based on the optimistic approach experienced the problem of unnecessary transaction restarts. This problem is detrimental to the performance of RTDBS because transaction restarts can significantly increase the system workload and intensify resource and data contention. In mixed transaction environments, the presence of hard transactions exacerbates the problem. Since hard transactions have a more stringent timing requirement, they have to be assigned a higher priority level than firm transactions. Therefore, when there are data conflicts between hard and firm transactions, hard transactions are always given precedence. As a result, firm transactions are more likely to be aborted and restarted in mixed transaction environments.
Reducing the number of unnecessary restarts is very important in RTDBS in order to save resources and increase the probability of firm transactions meeting their deadlines. In this study, a new and effective OCC protocol, called OCC-DA, is proposed to alleviate the problem in RTDBS with mixed transactions. The idea is to exploit the semantics between read and write operations in transactions such that the serializability can be preserved without restarting the conflicting transactions of the validating transaction. Under the OCC-DA protocol, only those transactions with serious conflicts with the validating transaction have to be restarted. In case of nonserious conflicts, we only need to adjust the serialization order of those conflicting transactions with respect to the validating transaction. As a result, unnecessary restarts can be removed. In addition to allowing those nonserious conflicting transactions which have more slack time to meet their deadlines, resources can be saved from being utilized by restarted transactions such that other ongoing transactions will not be affected.
A series of simulation experiments has been done to investigate the performance of the OCC-DA protocol. It is found that the OCC-DA protocol outperforms the other two protocols, OCC-FV and OCC-Wait50, for a wide range of workload parameters. The first order improvement can be observed in the cutback of the number of firm transaction restarts that leads to a significant saving of resources. The second order improvement can be observed in the reduction of miss rate that is crucial to the performance of RTDBS. From the results, we also noted that the performance gain is more significant in mixed transaction environments where firm transactions are always the victims being restarted in conventional OCC protocols. 
